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Wed 16 Mar 2019 15:10:08 GMT Virus
total : 76.44.1090 Analyzer : 100
Eliminator : 100 Scanner : 100 Portable : 0
See more information at
windows.com/products-support. (091556)
5.6.40.0 Apr 17, 2019 17:42 Updated: All
versions of Windows support.NET
Framework version 3.5, 4, or 5. Look at
the "Version" column: The column
contains a "3" if the program works on any
version of Windows. If a program does not
work with one version of Windows, but
does work on another version, that
program may give you an error that tells
you which version it does not work on.
Look at the "Product" column:The column
contains a "3" if the program works with
any version of the product. If a program
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works only on one version of the product,
that program may give you an error that
tells you which version it does not work on.
Look at the "Homepage" column: The
column contains a "4" if the program
works on any version of Windows. If a
program does not work with one version of
Windows, but does work on another
version, that program may give you an
error that tells you which version it does
not work on. Q: How to restart the
application when conditions change? I
have a MySql DB which I want to read or
write from the user input. For this I used a
WCF service but now I want to set it to run
24 hours for this I decided to use a
windows service. The problem is I can't
restart the application so I need a way of
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calling the service after say 1 hour from
writing to the DB. I started with something
like that but obviously is not working
because the (WindowsService) receives
only a message every 15 minutes My code
is: public partial class MyApp :
ServiceBase { private static bool _start =
false; public MyApp() {
InitializeComponent(); }
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